
 

 

Walk through New Orleans with Jillian Slater from 

The Undoing of Saint Silvanus as your guide! 

In Beth Moore’s debut novel, The Undoing of Saint Silvanus, you will 
meet Jillian Slater, a feisty twenty-five-year-old who’s tried to make a 
new life in San Francisco, until she discovers how deep her roots dig 

down into the New Orleans soil. 

 

 Only God knew why Jillian Slater agreed to return to New Orleans on the news that her 
father had finally drunk himself to death. It’s not like they were close. She hadn’t seen him—or 
her grandmother, the ice queen—in almost twenty years. But when Adella Atwater, the manager 
of her grandmother’s apartment house, called and said Jillian’s expenses would be paid if she’d 
fly in for the burial, a free trip to New Orleans was too intriguing to resist.  

 

 

 

Let Jillian Slater walk you through New Orleans . . .  
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Walk through New Orleans FOOD & MUSIC with Jillian Slater from 
The Undoing of Saint Silvanus as your guide! 

New Orleans is, indeed, an intriguing and unique metropolis; this beautiful city 
brims with culture and a story all its own. Get to know the streets of New Orleans 

as Jillian walks through the various sweet treats and lively music this eclectic town 
has to offer. PLUS enjoy some exclusive sneak peeks inside how New Orleans food 

and music make their way into the backdrop of The Undoing of Saint Silvanus! 

Beignets 

If you’ve got a sweet tooth, this fluffy, fried dough pastry should be a must-try on your list! 
Loops of fried dough are topped with a generous helping of powdered sugar. Yum! This pastry 
originated in France and has since become synonymous with New Orleans culture.  

The Undoing of Saint Silvanus Sneak Peek** 
As you walk through the famous French Quarter 
neighborhood of New Orleans, there are many places 
to stop and try the classic beignets, including Café 
Beignet, a real café which also happens to feature 
prominently in The Undoing of Saint Silvanus. Jillian, 
always watching her figure, has never experienced this 
food creation until she steps foot in the local Café 
Beignet in the French Quarter. Enjoy a glimpse into 
Jillian’s first beignet experience! 

Jillian glanced around the restaurant and saw small 
mounds of powdered sugar on several tables that 
hadn’t been cleared and shoeprints caked in dusts of 
it on the concrete floor. 

“You’re obviously new since you still don’t know 

the difference between a beignet and a donut.” 

“Fried dough,” Jillian responded. 

“Sharp edges and no holes,” Frank corrected her, but 
the next thing out of his mouth came with a more 
familiar jovial tone. “But call it whatever you want.” 

 
Pralines 
While pralines originated in Europe, these sweet candies took on a whole new 
taste and flavor after coming to New Orleans. Because almonds were difficult to 
find in eighteenth-century New Orleans, the popular Louisiana pecan became a 
staple of New Orleans pralines. As a port city, New Orleans culture tended to 
spread as people passed through, and the distribution of this nutty candy was no 
different. 



 

Café du Monde 
This iconic coffee stand began in 1862, serving local favorites such as dark roast coffee, chicory 
coffee, and beignets, of course. Café du Monde coffee stands are now a local feature in many 
favorite parts of town, such as the French market, the Riverwalk, and near many of the town’s 
shopping centers. 

Gumbo 

It is always fascinating how certain cities and states are known for various cuisine: Chicago with 

its hotdogs and deep-dish pizza, New York with its bagels. Louisiana—New Orleans in 

particular—is proud of its Cajun cooking, and gumbo 

remains a mainstay. Gumbo, known for its dark roux 

and variety of spices and vegetables, has roots in 

many different cultures: French, West African, 

Choctaw, etc. One thing is sure: this heavy and 

fragrant dish is the perfect meal to fill you up. 

The Undoing of Saint Silvanus Sneak Peek** 
When Jillian is ill, her grandmother makes a 
delightful chicken soup, but David, one of the 
boarders at Saint Silvanus, can’t help comparing the 
comfort food to one of her grandmother’s real 
masterpieces. 

“There would be deveined shrimp nearly as thick 

as your little finger, boiled to a perfect opaque 

white. Take your spoon a little deeper on the next round and you’d come up with some lump 

crabmeat—maybe even a claw—or maybe what you’d score is an oyster. There’d be some 

celery, but it would play second fiddle to the okra.” 

“I get it. At one time, believe it or not, I really did waitress where we served more than 

donuts. But I’m not a big fan of gumbo.” 

“Jillian, forgive me, but you have never seen a bowl of filé gumbo in California like I’m 

talking about unless it was straight from the soup pot of a homesick transplant. Girl, this is 

Louisiana gumbo. And your grandmother is the Justown Wilsown of Saint Sans, I guar-ron-

tee.” 

“What’s a justown?” 

“It’s really Justin, but he pronounced it that way. Justin Wilson was a 

famous Cajun chef. A storyteller with the comedic wit of a world-class stand-

up. He sort of crafted it all together, and with an accent so thick, anyone past 

the state line would need an interpreter. He had a cooking show on PBS. Been 

dead awhile now. Of course, he was famous for chicken and andouille gumbo. 

You know why de sheecken cross de road, haaah? Really, to run away from 

dem Cajuns, I tell you dat right now, ’cause Cajun will eat mos’ any-ting, an’ 

dey love to cook sheecken.” 



 

Crawfish Boil 
This freshwater shellfish is quite the delicacy in many parts of New Orleans. Known for their 
resemblance to lobsters, crawfish inhabit the muddy shores of the Louisiana bayous. A classic 

Louisiana crawfish boil includes a well-
seasoned pot of boiling water, a few 
crawfish, sausage, and cobs of corn. This 
meal is often enjoyed outside, no utensils 
required to dig in!  

The Undoing of Saint Silvanus Sneak 
Peek** 
One of the delightful characters you will 
meet in The Undoing of Saint Silvanus is 
Billy Bob La Bauve (or Bully as he’s known 
to his friends), a police officer on the New 
Orleans force. He is charmed by out-of-
towner Jillian, and invites her to his house 
for a crawfish boil.  

Before Jillian could think the next clear 
thought, Bully had shoved her onto a bench 
right in the middle of a crowded table and 
set a large white tray in front of her, piled 

three inches high with crawfish. He couldn’t have been prouder if he’d presented her with a 
soufflé in the shape of a swan. “Mmmmm, mmmmm,” he moaned. “You can’t do better than 
that!” He grabbed a mudbug off her plate, shucked the peel, and threw it in his mouth as he 
gestured to the people on Jillian’s left to scoot over so he could sit down. 

Suddenly every eye within spitting distance was on Jillian, glaring at her like the success of the 
entire evening hinged on what she did next. 

She picked up a crawfish, tried to peel it without looking, squeezed her eyes shut, and stuck it 
in her mouth. What was without question, however, was the longest drawn-out gag reflex that 
had ever transpired on this side of the French Quarter.  

“I felt the legs on my tongue! I really did! Like they were wiggling!” 

The laughter could have stopped traffic. As soon as people quit hugging her and slapping her 
on the back like she’d won a contest, Jillian scooted away from the table and tried as 
inconspicuously as possible to search for a bathroom. 

Zydeco Music 
Originating in Louisiana by French Creole speakers, this form of music is a 
combination of blues, rhythm and blues, and classic Creole folk music. This 
unique musical style is characterized by fast beats and a button or piano 
accordion, often accompanied by a washboard player. 

 



 

The Undoing of Saint Silvanus Sneak 
Peek** 
As one character remarks, “Folks into 
zydeco have their own special bond. The 
band starts playing, and if you don’t 
have a partner, you just look around and 
see who’s game and get out there and let 
it whirl.” 

New Orleans Jazz 
Though the term jazz did not become 
popular until later, this combination of 
ragtime, marching band, and rural blues 
music grew in popularity in New Orleans 
in the early 1900s. This music is known 
for its collective improvisation done by a 
varied group of musicians. Popular 
accompaniments would include such 
instruments as clarinets, trombones, 
guitars, banjos, and pianos.  

 

 

 

We’ve hoped you’ve enjoyed this stroll through New Orleans’s FOOD & MUSIC 
with Jillian Slater from The Undoing of Saint Silvanus. 

Check back on www.BethMooreNovel.com/ for other fun free content as we near 
the novel’s September 20, 2016, release! 

 

 

 

Turn the page to stroll through New Orleans’s  
HISTORY & ARCHITECTURE with Jillian Slater from  

The Undoing of Saint Silvanus.  

 

 

http://www.bethmoorenovel.com/


 

Walk through New Orleans HISTORY & ARCHITECTURE with Jillian from 
The Undoing of Saint Silvanus as your guide! 

Get to know the history of the streets in New Orleans as Jillian walks through the 
various historical sites this town has to offer. PLUS enjoy some exclusive sneak 

peeks inside how this beautiful city weaves its way into the backdrop of The 
Undoing of Saint Silvanus! 

Trolleys 
The trolleys, or streetcars, found throughout the city 
offer visitors a unique way to get about town and see 
the sights. In addition to numerous restaurants and 
hotels, the trolley network will take you throughout the 
city to such sites as the Warehouse Art District, Canal 
Place, and much more! 

The Undoing of Saint Silvanus Sneak Peek** 
When Jillian arrives in New Orleans she is told, “You 
can’t say you’ve landed in New Orleans if you haven’t 
stepped foot in the French quarter, Jillian!” Thus she 
finds herself riding one of the many trolleys to make 
her way to the iconic French Quarter. 
 

The French Quarter 
The oldest neighborhood in New Orleans, 
the French Quarter is known for its food, 
music, and culture. Walking through the 
streets in this neighborhood will give you a 
mix of all the different attractions New 
Orleans has to offer. Bordered by the 
Mississippi river, there are many places to 
stop and bask in the historic New Orleans 
ambience. 

The Undoing of Saint Silvanus Sneak 
Peek** 
As Jillian explores the French Quarter she 
takes in many sights and smells including 
trying her very first beignet at Café Beignet. 
This café, featured in the novel, is a real 

tourist attraction. Located throughout New Orleans, these cafés serve the city’s 
iconic fried dough sweet treat by the dozens! 

Canal Place 
Located in the French Quarter, this area is the place for shopping. With its many 
eclectic shops and restaurants, it’s an ideal place to explore and drink in the city. 



 

Fleurs-de-Lys 
It is not hard to spot this iconic French-inspired shape in 
much of the architecture throughout New Orleans. This 
symbol of French royalty was brought to New Orleans by 
explorers in the 1600s. The fleur-de-lys symbol featured 
prominently on the flag of the French explorer Sieur de La 
Salle when he claimed Louisiana for France the 1680s. While 
the state has changed hands (from France to Spain, then 
finally to the United States), this symbol has remained an 
iconic feature of the state. 

Jackson Square 
A historic park in the French Quarter district, Jackson Square 
is easily identified by the statue of former president Andrew 

Jackson. 
French 
influences can 
be spotted through the park in the architecture 
of the fences, benches, and walkways. 

Cabildo and Presbytère Museums 
Located next to the Saint Louis Cathedral, these 
museums have a varied history to tell. 
Presbytère, for example, rests on the foundation 
laid many years ago by Capuchin monks who 
used to inhabit the land. This museum is 
dedicated to the history of Louisiana, capturing 
both the beauty and heartbreak this state has 
seen. The Cabildo also features many important 
remnants of the American past, including 

artifacts from the time of Napoléon Bonaparte. 

The Undoing of Saint Silvanus Sneak Peek** 
One of the colorful renters of Saint Silvanus encourages Jillian to check out the culture these 
museums have to offer, but Jillian misses out, opting instead to sit on a bench facing the 
Mississippi river, contemplating the road that has led her to this eccentric city. 

 

We hoped you’ve enjoyed this stroll through New Orleans’s  
HISTORY & ARCHITECTURE with Jillian Slater from The Undoing of Saint 

Silvanus.  

Check back on www.BethMooreNovel.com/ for other fun free content 
as we near the novel’s September 20, 2016, release! 

 

http://www.bethmoorenovel.com/

